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The Drinfeld discriminant has a series expansion around infinity, whose coef-
ficients ak lie in A=Fq[T] and satisfy deg akk. We determine the set of sub-
scripts k for which the bound is attained and prove congruences for the ak and for
the coefficients of related functions.  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let Fq be the finite field with q elements, A=Fq[T ] the polynomial ring,
and K=Fq(T ) the field of rational functions in an indeterminate T.
Further, let K=Fq((T &1)) be the completion of K at the infinite place,
with completed algebraic closure C. Drinfeld modular forms are
holomorphic functions on the ‘‘upper half-plane’’ 0=C&K subject to
obvious transformation and boundary properties. The C-algebra of
Drinfeld modular forms (resp., of modular forms ‘‘with type’’) is generated
over C by two distinguished forms g of weight q&1 and 2 of weight q2&1
(resp., by g and a form h of weight q+1 and type 1). The Drinfeld discrimi-
nant 2 has a product expansion similar to q > (1&qn)24, and, up to con-
stants, equals hq&1. After suitable scaling, the series expansions of g, h, and
2 around the cusp  have coefficients in A.
In [6], we studied, among others, congruences between different
modular forms and determined the structure of the ring of modular forms
(mod p), where p is a prime of A. The purpose of the present note is to
investigate the coefficients of the single modular form 2 and of some
related functions like h and the product function U which is analogous to
> (1&qn).
It is well known and quite easy to see that the coefficients ck # A of any
of these functions satisfy deg ckk. Our first result is Theorem 2.1, where
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we determine, for each of 2, h, and U, the set of those k for which equality
holds. It turns out that these sets are always infinite. The proof depends on
properties of torsion points of the Carlitz module and uses reduction at
infinity of a modified version U* of U.
Next, we prove in Theorem 2.4 that the (normalized) coefficients
uk(T ) # A of U (a fortiori, those of h and 2) are of a very resticted type:
they are semi-invariant under the affine group of substitutions T [ uT+v
over Fq . Finally, we show the congruence bkq d #bk(mod p) for primes p of
degree d and the coefficients bk of h (Theorem 2.5), which is somehow
reminiscent of properties of classical modular forms. It is interesting to note
that no such congruence holds for 2 itself.
Notation.
Fq finite field with q elements, of characteristic p
A Fq[T], the polynomial ring over Fq , with degree function deg
K Fq(T ), the rational function field over Fq
K Fq((?))(? :=T &1), the completion of K at the place ,
with ring of integers O and completed algebraic closure C
v normalized valuation on K with associated absolute value
|z| on C; we have |T |=q
0 C&K , the Drinfeld upper half-plane, on which
1 GL(2, A) acts through fractional linear transformations
[k] (T qk&T )=> f ( f monic, irreducible, of degree d | k)
C[{] the non-commutative polynomial ring in { over C with com-
mutator rule {c=cq{(c # C), identified with the ring (multi-
plication = composition) of Fq -linear polynomials
[ aiXq
i
| ai # C] through  ai{i [  ai Xq
i
1. BACKGROUND
(1.1) For each A-lattice 4 in C (i.e., 4 is a finitely generated discrete
A-submodule of C), we let
e4 : C  C, e4(z)=z ‘
0{* # 4
(1&z*)
be its exponential function and
,4: A  C[{], a [ ,4a
be the corresponding Drinfeld A-module over C. We only consider the
following cases:
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(a) 4=A|+A, | # 0. Here , :=,4 is given by ,T=T+ g(|) {+
2(|) {2, where g and 2 are C-valued functions in |, actually Drinfeld
modular forms for 1 of respective weights q&1 and q2&1. These may he
expressed as isobaric polynomials in Eisenstein series [8], and 2 (which
nowhere vanishes on 0) is the Drinfeld discriminant function.
(b) 4=? A, where ? # C is determined up to (q&1)th roots of unity
through the condition that \=,? A is the Carlitz module, \T=T+{.
Then, e.g., ? q&1=[1] 0{a # A a1&q. Once and for all, we choose such a
? and put
t(z) :=? &1e&1A (z)=e
&1
? A (? z).
Later on, t or rather s :=tq&1 will serve as a uniformizer of 1"0 at the
cusp .
(1.2) We define a series fa(X ) # A[X ] of polynomials indexed by
0{a # A as follows:
fa(X )=\a(X&1) X q
d
(d :=deg a),
where \a(X )=0id li (a) X q
i
is the ath division polynomial of the
Carlitz module \. The coefficients li=li (a) satisfy
l0(a)=a, li=
lqi&1&li&1
[i]
(i1);
furthermore, fa(X ) has degree qd&1, leading coefficient a, and absolute
term fa(0) = leading coefficient of a in T, and is in fact a polynomial in
s=tq&1. For example, f1(X )=1, fT(X )=TX q&1+1, and fT 2(X )=
T 2X q2&1+(T+T q) X q2&q+1.
In [4], the following formula for the expansion of 2 at the cusp  of
0 has been proved:
2(z)=&? q2&1tq&1 ‘
a # A monic
f (q2&1)(q&1)a (t). (1.3)
It is a precise analogue of Jacobi’s formula for the elliptic discriminant.
Considered as a holomorphic function on 0, &? 1&q2 2 has a (q&1)th
root h(z), which is a modular form of weight q+1 and type 1 (i.e.,
f (#z)=((cz+d )q+1det #) f (z), ( ac
b
d)=# # 1 ), whose t-expansion is
h(z)=&t ‘
a monic
f q2&1a (t);
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see [6]. We thus put
U= ‘
a monic
fa(t)= ‘
d0
Ud , Ud= ‘
deg a=d
a monic
fa(t),
considered as a formal power series in t (in fact, in s).
(1.4) Since 0 is connected as an analytic space [2, I 7.3], any Drinfeld
modular form f (z) is determined through its expansion around . We
therefore identify f with its t-expansion f (z)= ai ti (z), although the latter
does not converge in general on the whole of 0. By abuse of notation, we
also write f (t) for that power series in t.
2. RESULTS
Let uk , bk , ak be the expansion coefficients with respect to s=tq&1 of U,
Uq2&1=&ht, U (q2&1)(q&1)=&? 1&q2 2s; i.e.,
&? 1&q2 2s=‘
a
f (q2&1)(q&1)a (t)= :
k0
aksk,
etc. It is obvious from (1.2) that all these lie in A.
2.1. Theorem. Let f (s)= ck s k be one of the power series U, U (q
2&1),
U (q2&1)(q&1). Then deg ckk, and there are infinitely many k such that
deg ck=k. More precisely, let l(ck) # Fq be the T k-coefficient of ck . Then
(i) l(uk)=1 if k is a sum of different odd powers of q and l(uk)=0
if k has no such representation;
(ii) l(bk)=(&1)kq if k#0 (mod q) and l(bk)=0 if k0 (mod q);
(iii) l(ak)=(&1) j if k= jq2 or jq2+q and l(ak)=0 if k0, q
(mod q2).
2.2. Corollary. The convergence radii of U, h, 2, considered as power
series in t, equal q&1(q&1). In particular, the t-expansions converge on
F=[z # 0 | |z|=|z| i1]. Here |z| i is the ‘‘imaginary part’’ inf[ |z&x| | x #
K] of z.
Proof. The assertion about the convergence radii is obvious from the
theorem. Further, it is known (e.g. [6, 5.5, 5.6]) that |t| |? |=q&q(q&1)
on F. K
2.3. Remark. F is as close to a ‘‘fundamental domain’’ for 1 on 0 as
is possible in our situation: each z # 0 is equivalent to at least one and at
most finitely many z$ # F. See e.g. [6, 6.5].
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We call a power series f (s)= cksk # A[[s]] balanced if each ck as a
polynomial in T satisfies
ck(uT+v)=ukck(T ) (u, v # Fq , u{0).
In other words, f is balanced if and only if:
(i) each ck belongs to the subring Fq[T q&T ] of invariants under
shifts T [ T+v, and
(ii) if ck=j ck, j (T q&T ) j with ck, j # Fq then ck, j {0 implies j#k
(mod q&1).
In view of (T q&T ) j=j ( ji)(&1)
j&i T (q&1) i+ j, property (ii) also holds
for the expansion of ck with respect to T. Clearly, the balancedness of
power series is stable under taking products (and inverses, if these exist).
2.4. Theorem. The power series U in s (and therefore also &ht and
&? 1&q2 2s) is balanced.
The next result is specific to the modular form h. No analogue seems to
exist for its (q&1)th power &? 1&q2 2.
2.5. Theorem. Write &ht= bk sk. Then for each natural number d,
we have the congruence
bk } qd #bk (mod [d]).
2.6. Corollary. For k=qd, we have
bk=&[d] if q>2
=1+[d] if q=2.
Proof. Let q>2. It is straightforward from the product formule (1.3)
for h that b1=0 and bq=&[1]; see [6, 10.4]. Hence bqd #0 (mod [d]),
and in view of deg bq dqd=deg [d], we must have bqd=a[d] with some
a # Fq , which is determined to be &1 from the congruence a[1]#a[d]=
bq d #bq=&[1] (mod [d&1]). For q=2, we have b1=1, b2=1+[1],
and the result follows similarly. K
2.7. Remark. As is seen from the representation of 2 through Eisenstein
series ([8; 6, 6.10]), the coefficients ak satisfy ak {0 O k#0, &1 (mod q).
In view of (1.3), U differs from 2s through a qth power, hence we have the
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same congruence property uk {0 O k#0, &1 (mod q) for the coefficients
uk of U. This property fails, however, to hold for h, whose coefficients bk
seem to vanish rather rarely [13].
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
Consider the property
deg ckk, \k0, (*)
of f = ck sk # A[[s]]. It is easily seen that fa as a polynomial in s satisfies
(*). Furthermore, (*) is stable under products and inverses, hence it
holds for U and its powers (see also [6, 6.7]).
Let a # A be monic of degree d1. The a-division points of the Carlitz
module \ are *ba=e? A(? ba), where deg b<d. Hence
\a(X )= ‘
deg b<d
(X&*ba), fa(X )= ‘
b{0
deg b<d
(1&*ba X ). (3.1)
It is known that
v(*ba)=d&deg b&1&
1
q&1
(see [3, 1.6 and 1.10, or 5, IV 4.13]). Let # be the constant ? T, of absolute
value q1(q&1)|*ba |. Writing X*=#X, f a*(X*)= fa(X )=> (1&**baX*),
the **ba satisfy |**ba |1, with equality if and only if deg b=d&1. With
similar notation t*=#t, s*=#q&1s, Ud*(t*)=Ud (t), U*(t*)=U(t), we
have that
U*=: uk*(s*)k, where uk*=#&(q&1) kuk .
Note that
#q&1=T 1&q[1] :
0{a # A
a1&q=&T+smaller terms (3.3)
lies in K . Hence |uk* |1 and
deg uk<k  |uk* |<1  uk* #0 (mod ?). (3.4)
Moreover, the T k-coefficient l(uk) # Fq of uk will be congruent to (&1)k uk*
(mod ?), the sign coming from (3.3).
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Next, let f a , U d , U be the reductions (mod ?) of f a* , Ud* , U*, respec-
tively, considered as formal power series over O (?)=Fq in the formal
variable t*. (More precisely, ? and the **ab lie in the completely ramified
extension K$=K(q&1- T ). Then f a has coefficients in O$ (?$)=O 
(?), where O$ and ?$ are the integers and a uniformizer of K$ , respec-
tively.) For the rest of this paragraph, we now write t and s for the formal
variables t* and s*=(t*)q&1 over Fq . There are precisely (q&1) qd&1
elements **ba of absolute value 1, grouped in (q&1) packets of equal length
qd&1 according to their leading coefficients. Therefore,
f a(t)= ‘
c # F*q
(1&ct)qd&1=1&t(q&1) q d&1,
U d (t)= ‘
deg a=d
a monic
f a(t)=1&t(q&1) q
2d&1
,
and
U (t)= ‘
d1
U d (t)= ‘
d1
(1&sq2d&1)
(3.5)
=: : u k sk.
Any natural number k has at most one representation as a sum
k=q2d1&1+q2d2&1+ } } } +q2dr&1, d1<d2< } } } <dr , ( V )
hence u k=(&1)r if there is such a representation, and u k=0 otherwise.
Together with the assertion following (3.4), we get
l(uk)=(&1)k (&1)r=(&1)2r=1
if (V) holds, and zero otherwise, i.e., (i) of Theorem (2.1).
We argue similarly for the coefficients of Uq2&1 and U (q2&1)(q&1).
Namely, we have
(Uq2&1)&=U q2&1=: b k sk with b k ##&(q&1) kbk (mod ?).
On the other hand,
U q2&1=U q2U = ‘
d2
(1&sq2d&1) ‘
d1
(1&sq2d&1)
(3.6)
=(1&sq)&1= :
i0
siq.
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Therefore, again taking (3.4) into account,
l(bk)=(&1)k b k=(&1)kq, if k#0 (mod q),
and zero otherwise. Finally,
U (q2&1)(q&1)=(U q2&1)qU q2&1
=: a k sk, a k=#&(q&1) kak (mod ?), (3.7)
which by the above equals
(1&sq)
(1&sq)q
=(1&sq)(1+sq2+s2q2+ } } } ).
Hence a k=1, &1 if k is congruent to 0, q (mod q2), respectively, and a k=0
otherwise, so
l(ak)=(&1)k a k=(&1) j, if k= jq2 or jq2+q,
and zero otherwise.
This ends the proof of Theorem 2.1.
3.8. Remark. The power series U q2&1 and U (q2&1)(q&1) (but also U &1)
are generating functions (mod p) of certain combinatorial numbers, which
may be worked out from (3.5). Perhaps the most interesting one is
U &1= v ksk, where v k=reduction (mod p) of the number of representa-
tions
k=a1q2d1&1+a2q2d2&1+ } } } , d1<d2< } } } , ai # N,
of k as a sum of odd powers of q.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4
Some of the data we are dealing with depend only on the function field
K and the choice of the rational place , which in turn determines the sub-
ring A=[ f # K | f regular off ]. Other data require the choice of a
parameter T which generates A over the constant field Fq . Comparing the
output of different choices of parameters will yield (2.4).
Fix (as we have so far) one such T, and let T $=uT+v (u, v # Fq , u{0)
be another choice. Data derived from T $ are labelled by a ( )$. Fix a
(q&1)th root : of u. Then, e.g.,
[k]$=u[k],
(? q&1)$=u? q&1
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(since ? q&1=[1] 0{a # A a1&q), similarly,
(? q2&1)$=u2? q2&1,
\$=: b \ b :&1 (i.e., \$a(X )=:\a(X:),
which holds since \$T $=(uT+v)+{=:(uT+v+u{) :&1=:\T $ b :&1)
f $a(X )=:1&q
dfa(:X ) (d=deg a),
s$=u&1s
(since s=tq&1=? 1&qe1&qA (z)),
g$=u } g and 2$=u } 2
(since ,$T $=,T $=u,T+v=uT+v+ug{+u2{2; here g and 2 are as in
(1.1) (a)).
Using these formulae and comparing coefficients in the expansions
2=&? q2&1s  ak(T ) sk and 2$=&(? q
2&1)$ s$  ak(T $) s$k, we get ak(T $)=
ukak(T ), i.e., the balancedness of U (q
2&1)(q&1)=&? 1&q2 2s.
The argument works, mutatis mutandis, for the power series U and there-
fore also for Uq2&1=&ht. Let Ud (T, X ) # Fq[T, X ] be the quantity
> fa(X ) (a monic, deg a=d), regarded as a polynomial in T and X. Write
Ud (T, X )=:
k
ud, k(T ) X (q&1) k.
We will show that already Ud is balanced, i.e., ud, k(T $)=ukud, k(T ). The
automorphism T [ T $=uT+v maps Ud(T, X ) to U$d (T, X ), i.e.,
Ud (T $, X )=U$d (T, X ).
Note that some a$ # A of degree d is monic with respect to T $ iff a$=uda with
a T-monic. Hence
U$d (T, X )= ‘
deg a$=d
a$ T $-monic
f $a$(X )= ‘
deg a=d
a monic
f $uda(X )
=‘ ud:1&qdfa(:X )=‘ fa(:X )=:
k
ud, k(T ) ukX (q&1) k.
(Besides (4.1), we have used fua=ufa and :q
d&1=ud.) Therefore,
ud, k(T $)=ukud, k(T ), and Theorem 2.4 is shown.
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.5
We need some facts about Hecke operators and Goss polynomials,
which can be found in more detail in [6]. For a Drinfeld modular form f
of weight k and type m and a prime p of A, generated by the monic
irreducible polynomial p of degree d, we put
Tp f (z)= pk&1f ( pz)+
1
p
:
deg b<d
b # A
f \z+bp + . (5.1)
Note that the above normalization of the Hecke operator Tp is p&1 times
the normalization of [6]. As we will see in a moment, it still preserves the
integrality of t-expansion coefficients. We have [6, 7.6]
Tph=h. (5.2)
What is the effect of Tp on t-expansions? First, let
tp=tq
d fp(t) # A[[t]]. (5.3)
Further, let Gi, p(X ) be the ith Goss polynomial of the d-dimensional
Fq -vector space ker(\p)=[x # C | \p(x)=0] [6, Section 3]. Then, if f (z)
has t-expansion  ci ti,
Tp f (z)= pk&1 : ci t ip+ p
&1 : ciGi, p( pt) (5.4)
[6, 7.3]. Writing \p(X )=0id li ( p) Xq
i
as in (1.2), we have
p=l0 #l1 # } } } #ld&1 #0 (mod p), ld=1. Now Gi, p(X ) satisfies for i2
the recursion (with Gi, p=0 for i0, G1, p=X )
Gi, p(X )=X \Gi&1, p+l1p Gi&q, p+
l2
p
Gi&q2, p+ } } } + ,
which for Hi (X ) :=p&1G i ( pX ) translates to
Hi (X )=X(l0 Hi&1+l1H i&q+l2Hi&q2+ } } } ).
Since H1(X )=G1, p(X )=X, H i (X ) has coefficients in A, and we get the
following congruences (mod p):
Hi (X )#X j+1 if i= jqd+1
#0 if i1 (mod qd). (5.5)
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For k1, (5.4) gives
Tp \: ci t i+# :j0 cjqd+1 t
j+1 (mod p). (5.6)
We apply this to
:
i
ci ti=&h=t :
j
bj t(q&1) j,
i.e., ci+1=bj if i=(q&1) j and ci+1=0 if i0 (mod q&1). Using (5.2),
we find ci+1 #ciqd+1 , whence bi #biq d (mod p). Let p$=( p$) be a prime of
degree d $ | d. Then also bi #biqd (mod p$) and finally in view of [d]=> p$
( p$ monic, prime, and of degree d $ dividing d ),
bi #biqd (mod [d]).
6. FURTHER OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
The coefficients of U and of its powers may be effectively calculated up
to subscripts rq12 by means of a formula of B. Lopez [12]. An algorithm
bas been developed and implemented by M. Trautwein [13]. This numeri-
cal material reveals interesting regularities of the coefficients uk , bk , ak of
U, Uq2&1, U (q2&1)(q&1). For example,
6.1. Theorem (Trautwein, [13]). Let d # N be odd and k=qd. Then
uk= :
0id
=(i) T qd&i
with =(i)=1 if i#0, 3 (mod 4) and =(i)=&1 if i#1, 2 (mod 4).
The proof of that formula is given in [13].
6.2. Observation. Let k=qd. The kth coefficient ak obeys the rule
ak=[1]&[d&1]q q>2
=1+[d] q=2.
For q=2, this is (2.6). We have no idea how to prove the rule for q>2.
Neither would it be implied by a congruence property similar to the one
satisfied by the bk , nor do we know of any such congruences for the ak .
Trying to mimic the proof of (2.5), the fact that 2 is an eigenform for Tp
with eigenvalue pq&2, together with the description of Tp given by (5.6),
merely reproduces known vanishing results (mod p); see (2.7).
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There are similar (empirical) rules for the behavior of ak if k=i } qd with
i fixed and small. As above, we presently cannot prove them.
I conclude with the following question, which asks for a Drinfeldian
analogue of Deligne’s result [1] about the elliptic discriminant 2.
6.3. Question. Does there exist a compatible system of two-dimensional
representations \l of the absolute Galois group Gal(K K) of K with values in
Kl , the l-adic completion of K, such that
(a) \l is unramified off l and ;
(b) the trace of the pth Frobenius element in \l is ‘‘somehow’’ related
to ak (k=qdeg p)?
By analogy with [l], \l ought to be constructed of the l-division points
of the ‘‘universal’’ rank-two Drinfeld module over 0. Since both 2 and h
are to some extent substitutes of the classical discriminant, it might happen
that the coefficients bk of h are involved rather than the ak .
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